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Homecoming events showcase strong Logger spirit
BRYHN IRESON

News Editor
Although many students were unsure exactly what the "Log Jam"
theme for Homecoming meant, they
still turned out to last weekend's
Homecoming events to exhibit their
school spirit.
The weekend kicked off with the
Shawn Colvin concert on Friday
night, which attracted hundreds of
UPS students and Tacoma residents.
An established folk singer, Colvin
found mainstream acclaim four
years ago with her popular hit
"Sunny Came Home."
The festivities continued on Saturday, starting with a brief spirit
parade around campus. Unlike past
years, the parade consisted of only
four floats, decorated by KUPS, Student Development, Sigma Chi and

Hui'O Hawaii. Traditionally, the parade has included numerous Greekbuilt floats, and often several built
by residence halls.
"I would like to see more participation every year," said Shawn
Baldwin, the assistant director for
student development and Greek life.
"This year we were lacking a little
bit, but I think the people that did
participate had a great time and
showed a lot of spirit."
Baldwin, who has participated in
the Homecoming parade for the past
several years, was greatly impressed
by the quality of the floats.
"Hui'O Hawaii decorated their
whole truck in the shape of a log,"
she said. "That was just great." She
also enjoyed the KUPS float, which
was a large Facilities Services truck
with giant axes and branches protruding from the bed of the truck.

Despite the relatively low attendance at the parade, Logger spirit
was still high, according to Baldwin.
The KUPS and Student Development floats pelted passers-by with
candy and treats.
"For every parade that I've been
in and that I've watched, this was
the funnest, and it's because we
yelled Logger chants," said Baldwin.
"I was so proud of Sigma Chi for
organizing those, and being the lead
for all the entries in the parade. They
had all of us yelling and chanting."
The most traditional activity of
Homecoming weekend, the football
game, happened Saturday afternoon.
Although the Logger football team
fell 16-8 to Whitworth College, attendance was high and Logger pride
was substantial, Baldwin said.

please see Homecoming, pg. 3
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Members of Sigma Chi ride their float and show
their spirit during the homcoming parade.

DUI speakers educate students OIS to police sharing
on-the-scene accounts of watching both loved ones and
strangers become injured or die as a result of drinking
Staff Writer
and driving.
An emergency room trauma nurse at Good SamariFour speakers kicked off Alcohol Awareness Week
on Tuesday as part of a Counseling, Health and Wellness- tan Community Hospital, Greg Hoygard, presented a
sponsored program designed to educate students about variety of slides with accompanying stories about a college woman who can no longer function without assisthe effects of drunken driving.
tance and mother who had killed her own daughter—
The Pierce County Sheriff's Department erected a
both due to driving
makeshift driving
while intoxicated. He
course in the
also showed graphic
Wheelock Center
pictures of injuries susparking lot, and partained from drunken
ticipating students and
driving, and presented
faculty members
statistical information.
drove golf carts while
"Drunk drivers inwearing "fatal vision
volved in an accident
goggles" provided by
have a 50-50 chance of
the sheriff's deputies.
killing the person in the
The goggles simulated
car with them," said
drunkenness at differHoygard.
ent alcohol levels.
In addition, Janet
The afternoon,
Lindberg, a recreational
planned by Substance
therapist at Good SaAbuse Prevention Proa maritan Community
gram Coordinator
Hospital, spoke of the
Charee Boulter, also A student flattens cones during the drunken
aftermath of drunken
included a lecture on
driving accidents.
drunken driving. driving demonstration.
"All it takes is one
Given by four different professionals involved in health care and safety is- time," said Lindberg. One time and it changes your life."
The group from Good Samaritan Community Hospisues involving driving under the influence of intoxicants,
the lecture delivered the message that no one is immune tal gives the same presentation every two weeks to an
audience of court-ordered drunken driving abusers in
to the effects of drunken driving.
Terri Graves, a paramedic with American Medical Re- the hopes of getting the message across.
"If you want to drink, fine. If you want to drive, fine.
sponse, talked about her experiences as both a professional medic and medic in the military. She shared her Just don't do them together," said Hoygard.
EMILY CARES

MARY PHILLIPS

Staff Writer
Over the past summer, the Office
of Information Systems (OIS) decided to implement a new policy
stating that all ResNet users must
have a password on all their shared
files by the second week in November. Shared files such as MP3's or
Word documents would therefore
be accessible only to people who
know the password.
Students who fail to comply with
the new network standards will be
notified, then lose their ResNet
privileges until they place passwords on all shared files.
According to Jim Driskell, the
University's network manager, the
new policy was made in order to
protect ResNet users and the University. By adding passwords to the
network, ResNet users will be protected from litigation concerning illegal files they possess. It also prevents tampering with students'
shared files.
For example, one user could erase
another student's senior thesis if it
were saved in a shared folder. In
addition, viruses could be transferred from one computer to another. As long as all files have passwords, their information will remain
private and secure, said Driskell.

Under the new policy, the University will be protected from liability charges that may surround a
student's possession of illegal files.
For example, if a student is charged
with illegal possession of copyrighted music, the University could
face litigation.
The reasoning behind the liability, according to Driskell, is that if
the school has access to shared files,
it is responsible for allowing students to use illegal music and can
be charged as well. Thus, the University is responsible for regulating
the users of its network.
By requiring students to put passwords on their files, the school is
not able to access what the student
has on their computer, and is thus
no longer responsible. The policy
also prevents OIS from having to
fix virus-ridden computers, said
Driskell.
Limitations and conditions on
ResNet use are nothing new at UPS.
For years, OIS has restricted internet use for online gaming, feeling
that such activity overuses network
resources. In addition, last January,
OIS decided to block access to
Napster, a file-sharing service used
by many college sudents to share
MP3's. OIS claimed that it was
done to limit the usage of a specific
network bandwidth.
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Israel digs in for long conflict

Milosevic's party until the new elections in Serbia. Those elections would give the democracy forces the chance to expand
their control of the Serbian government—one of the last bastions of Milosevic's power.

Robinson, Major League Baseball's vice president in charge
of discipline. The fine matches the largest ever levied against
a player, equaling the amount Albert Belle was fined for his
profanity toward a reporter during the 1995 World Series.

JERUSALEM — The Israeli army said on Tuesday it was
digging in for a long conflict with the Palestinians; which
S.Korea wanted N.Korea to share Nobel Prize
Prime Minister Ehud Barak vowed Israel would meet headLONDON — South Korean President Kim Dae-jung said
on and win.
on
Tuesday he would rather have shared his Nobel Peace Prize
"The assessment of the situation by the general
with
North Korean leader Kim Jong-il. He told the BBC in an
headquarters...is that we are not talking about a short-lived
interview that his drive for closer
adventure," Brigadier-General Ron Kitrey, the
ties with Stalinist North Korea,
chief army spokesman, told Army Radio.
culminating in June's historic
Barak, pushing ahead with efforts to form a
summit in in North Korean Capinational emergency government with leading
tol Pyongyang between the two
hawk Ariel Sharon, accused Palestinian Presinations,
was a joint effort.
dent Yasser Arafat of choosing "the path of
"That
summit was not just my
conflict" to force Israel to surrender its vital
own
work,
but the joint work with
interests.
Chairman
Kim," he said. Kim,
Palestinians and left-wing Israelis say a
8
74,
aims
to
bind the 70 million
Barak-Sharon partnership could eliminate any
people
of
the
two Koreas through
chance of returning to peace talks. Palestinians
business
and
social exchange.
Israeli
tan
ks
patrol
near
Gaza.
also said they expected a drawn-out conflict
Secretary of State Madeleine
and blamed Barak. Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Albright spent two days in
Erekat said the Barak was making life "hell for us in the
Pyongyang this week, meeting with Korean leaders to discuss
Palestinian areas." Palestinians fought soldiers with stones
and firebombs in Hebron, a West Bank city divided between trade, nuclear power, and foreign relations. She is expected to
recommend for or against a trip there by President Bill Clinton
Israel and the Palestinian Authority under an interim peace
upon her return to Washington.
deal.
Palestinians marched in the West Bank and Gaza in proNATIONAL
test against Israeli security measures, including a ban on Palestinian labourers entering Israel, but no serious violence was
Clemens fined $50,000
reported as rain fell in the area.
NEW YORK — New York Yankees pitcher Roger Clemens
was fined $50,000 Tuesday for throwing the jagged barrel of a
shattered bat toward New York Mets catcher Mike Piazza in
Yogoslavia to get temporary government
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — The Serbian parliament Game 2 of the World Series. Clemens wasn't ejected for throwing the broken bat in the first inning of Sunday night's game.
agreed Tuesday to a new transition government to adminisTwo baseball officials with knowledge of the fine, speaking
ter the main Yugoslav republic until new elections in Deon condition of anonymity, told The Associated Press it was
cember. The decision, ratified by a vote of 128-5, represented
a significant victory for the new Yugoslav President Vojislav $50,000.
"It was a reckless type of action on his part," said Frank
Kostunica, whose followers will share power with Slobodan

N.J. mayor goes on trial for corruption
CAMDEN, N.J. — Jury selection entered a second day in
the federal corruption trial of Mayor Milton Milan on Tuesday with several people disqualified because they had already formed opinions. Milan is accused of accepting money
and gifts from organized crime figures and gifts and services
from people seeking contracts or favorable treatment from the
city.

Starbucks workers share $87M jackpot
LOS ANGELES — These are real Star-bucks: All 13 employees at a Starbucks coffee house will share an $87 million lottery jackpot won during the weekend. Manager Mary
Champaine, 53, a widow whose husband died of cancer a
year ago, had collected $1 each from the employees Saturday.
"Who wasn't here I just went down in my purse and I
found enough change, got enough to include everybody,"
she said. "We are a team here."
The money will be doled out in 26 annual payments. Each
employee will receive about $6.7 million before taxes.

Armed student frees hostages at school
GLENDALE, Ariz. — A 14-year-old with a 9 mm handgun surrendered to Glendale police Tuesday after holding a
classroom full of children and a teacher hostage at Pioneer
Elementary School. The former Pioneer student gave up after talking with members of a police SWAT team. The standoff lasted about one hour, and no injuries were reported. The
teen's motivation was not immediately known.
News Around the Globe is compiled weekly
by Bryhn Ireson, News Editor
Sources include The Associated Press, Reuters,
USAToday Online and ABCNEWS Online.

COME IN TO PLACE A CATALOG ORDER FOR ANYTHING IN THE CARHARTT LINE

OCTOBER 10 - OCTOBER 23
Oct. 12, 6:15 p.m.: A house officer from Beta Theta Pi reported approximately $1100 worth of stereo equipment and a vacuum cleaner were stolen
from the foyer of the residence.
Oct. 13, 7:40 p.m.: A student reported a cellular telephone was stolen from
his vehicle while it was parked near North 18th and Lawrence Streets.
Oct. 18, 7:54 p.m.: A student reported his 1990 Honda Accord was stolen
between 10 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. from the parking lot near North 15th and
Lawrence Streets.
Oct. 20, 12 Noon: A student reported her CD player and one CD were taken
from her vehicle while it was parked on North Washington Street. The theft
occurred between 2 and 4:50 a.m.
Oct. 20, 2:43 p.m.: A student reported his CD player stolen from his vehicle
while it was parked in the North Union lot. The theft occurred sometime after
2:30 a.m.
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Oct. 20, 3:46 p.m.: A student reported his compact disc player and several
CDs were stolen from his vehicle. The vehicle was parked in the North Union
lot. The theft occurred during the night.
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Todd/Phibbs hosts Jello war Homecoming

continued from front page

MORWARW ZAFAR

Approximately $60
worth of Jello was ordered
through Dining Services,
Todd/Phibbs Residence Hall
who also prepared the Jello
was the epicenter of a 30-gallon
for the student-planned
Jello war on Thursday, Oct. 19.
and advertised event.
The "war" involved throwing
Resident turnout was
Jello around the hall and Todd
more than expected, acField. The idea was spawned when
cording to RHA President
Todd/Phibbs RHA Publicity Chair
Jake Groshong. To maxiKat Griffin noted Jello being flung
Todd/Phibbs residents play mize resident turnout for
in the hall.
the next Jello war,
"I was in the hallway and a guy in the leftover jello.
Groshong said they will infrom Todd threw Jello and I
crease publicity and advertise more ahead of time.
thought it would be really cool if we had a Jello
"This time it was a hall thing, but next time it's
war. I brought it up at our retreat and that's how it
going to be the whole school," said Groshong. A
got started," said Griffin.
date for the next Jello war has not yet been set.

Assistant News Editor
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TUITION FINANCING

TIAA-CREF provides
financial solutions to
last a lifetime.
Building your assets is one thing. Figuring out
how those assets can provide you with a
comfortable retirement is quite another.
At TIAA-CREF, we can help you with both. You
can count on us not only while you're saving and
planning for retirement, but in retirement, too.
Just call us. We'll show you how our flexible range of
payout options can meet your retirement goals.
With TIAA-CREF, you benefit from something few
other companies can offer: a total commitment to
your financial well-being,- today and tomorrow.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"

"To hear that the stadium was packed and that people were yelling and screaming," she said, "that's great."
She said she has seen a large increase in Logger spirit this year.
"From my perception, spirit toward the football team and athletic events has
hugely increased," said Baldwin. "This is my fifth year working here, and people
never talked about soccer games, volleyball, swimming or football. Now it seems
like over this year, people are participating in a lot more athletic events."
President Susan Resneck Pierce announced the Homecoming Court during halftime. Football player David Sugihara was named king, and Christine Reehl was
named queen. Other court members were Prince Matt Feldmar, Princess Joy
Brinkerhoff, and freshmen court members Jared Oaks and Victoria Nguyen.
The annual Student/Alumni Picnic also took place on Saturday before the football game. The event, which took place in the Fieldhouse, gave students an opportunity to rub shoulders with alumni, often learning a great deal of UPS history.
On Saturday night, many student groups gathered in the Fieldhouse for Songfest,
a musical competition where groups lip-synced or sang, depending on their talents.
A wide variety of groups, from the Alpha Phi sorority to the Black Student Union,
participated in the competition.
Homecoming events wrapped up on Sunday morning with the Greek Alumni
Brunch, where Greek student leaders met alumni from various Greek chapters.
The event was enlivened by a musical performance from the Beta Flats, who sang
several numbers while accompanied by a '68 Beta Theta Pi alumn.

With TIAA-CREF,
you can receive:*
Cash withdrawals
Systematic or fixed-period payments**
Interest-only payments
Lifetime income payments**
A combination of these
n
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Fall Adm fissions Forum
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Meet admissions officers

"Guaranteed by our claims-paying ability.

from professional schools

^ N

CREF GROWTH COUNT

of international affairs

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER

at leading universities
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

26.70% 27.87w 26.60%
1 YEAR
AS OF 630/00

Note: Availability may depend on your employer's retirement
plan provisions contract. Under federal tax law, withdrawals
prior to age 59X may be subject to restrictions, and may also be
subject to a 10% additional tax. Additional restrictions also
apply to the TIM Traditional Annuity.

Homecoming King David Sugihara and Queen Christine
Reehl enjoy themselves after being crowned by President
Susan Resneck Pierce at the halftime ceremony.

5 YEARS
6/30i00

SINCE INCEPTION
4/29/94

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Seattle, WA

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

CREF Growth is one of many CRS' variable annuities.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. Due to current market volatility, our securities products' performance today may be less than shown above. The investment results shown for CREF Growth variable annuity reflects past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. These returns
and the value of the principal you have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and TIM Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIM and
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIM-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03

November 2, 2000
3:00-4:00 pm, panel in Kane 210
4:00-6:00 pm, admissions fair
Walker Ames Room
Kane Hall
University of Washington

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGP
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

No admission fee or RSVP required

FONDAllON NATIONALE DES SCIENCES POLMQUES
(PARIS)
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA '

For more informationIn Seattle 206-543-6001

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Jackson School of International Studies

Elsewhere 877-409-5510
(toll free) or www.apsla.org

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
YALE UNIVERSITY

WANTED:
Rink.Takars
Influencers
Educatom
Adviftorts

To compete in the Double Iron Triathlon, Patricia is !coned on pushing her athletic limits,
Back in the office,. h r 'concern is the well-being at 16,000 employees. Mal makes your heart race

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Thursday/ November 2, 2000
Investment Management Division
Information Session
5:00pm - 6:30 pm
McIntyre Halt, Room 107
Resume Drop
Please drop o your resumes to the Career Services
Monday, November 6th, 2000
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UNIVERSITY OF

DENVER

A Representative from University of Denver's Graduate
School of International Studies will visit the area on
November 2nd!
If you would like to meet personally with our recruiter,
please contact your career center for an appointment.
GSIS offers MA and PHD programs tailored to professional
careers in today's global village.

International Studies
Global Finance, Trade, and Economic Integration
International Administration
International Development
Technology and International Public Policy
International Administration with the Peace Corps
International Business Transactions

Joint MA/JD Degree
Joint MA/MSW Degree
Intercultural Communications
International Management

Contact us at:

University of Denver
Graduate School of International Studies
1-877-GSISADM (U.S. toll —free)
gsisadm@du.edu
www.du.edu/gsis
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Simon rebounds with
compelling new album
JOSH EPSTEIN
Staff Writer
I've always liked
Paul Simon, but it's
time his other fans
faced the facts
along with me.
"The Capeman,"
his 1997 musical,
was awful. And,
not surprisingly, it
flopped. I personally expected him
to ride off ingloriously into the sunset after that incredibly staggering disappointment.
So, how great it
Paul Simon, the voice behind "Graceland"
is to be surprised by
his latest release,
and numerous other albums, has recently
You're the One. If released a new album, "You're the One."
anything, it proves
what a resilient and capable musician but the song builds enough tension to
Simon must be. He has come back in full maintain interest, thanks to a beautiful
form from a lackluster letdown to pro- performance and a lovely finale.
One of the strengths of You're the One
duce a compelling and vigorous album.
"That's Where I Belong," the opening is its 'unpredictable mobility, and "Look
at That" is a prime example. Arguably,
track, underscores an expressive prologue with a weird, yet effective, exotic as "Look at That" highlights, this
instrumental background. The tune has strength also becomes an occasional
a simple, direct, well-written intensity to fallback—mobility and flexibility occait; the strong lyrics float over the song's sionally turn instead to a meandering lack
of focus—but it is nevertheless an imunpredictable but powerful direction.
A beautiful introduction eerily opens pressive effort.
The title of "Setiorita with a Necklace
the gorgeous, straightforward, complex
of Tears" is somewhat more
and intriguingly strucintriguing than the song itself,
tured "Darling Lorraine,"
while Simon maintains a likeemphasizing Simon's
able, non-confrontational
distinctively wandering
style throughout this track.
lyrical approach. The re"Love," on the other hand, is
frain is more than a bit
obnoxious, but has a distinctive charm a ravishing song of awesome lyricism
that "Capeman" barely dreamt of. The and stimulating melodic vitality.
Nobody would expect what "Pigs,
production of the album is crystal clear
Sheep, & Wolves" has to offer: a tortuwithout being impersonal or unctuous.
"Old" is pure Paul Simon—a more ous spoken preamble which leads to a
conservative effort than the first two druggy, sprawling track. Driven forward
tracks, and a largely uninteresting song by a great folksy pulse, this inexplicable
that tries, with mixed results, to get by song is one of the album's strongest. I
on charm rather than substance—al- can't say the same for "Hurricane Eye,"
though the lyrics do have their moments which, though prototypically
Simonesque, offers little new, and could
of charm.
That tedious song, however, is saved have easily and advisably been omitted.
by the title track, a gorgeous, up-tempo Still, it may offer some pleasant nostalballad, rhythmic while still highly musi- gia for his faithful fans.
The finale, "Quiet," is a smooth and
cal, and replete with beautiful progresinactive song, brilliantly rendered with
sions and sophistication.
Simon's songwriting skills are depend- an admirable lack of haste. The extraorably good, and his vocal skills depend- dinary stillness of the song echoes a
ably superb. There are added jazz and strange mountain ballad, which proves a
pop echoes to his sound in this album perfect ending to a very fine album. Such
that prove a highly effective addition to an album is a significant relief to behold.
As uninspiring and uninspired as
his established stylistic elegance.
"The Teacher" is another song full of "Capeman" was, You're the One redeems
character, reflective and well-arranged. Simon's talent fully, and then some.
Its mild self-indulgence is a bit taxing, Rhymin' Simon is back.

Support the SAI Music Marathon
24 Yours of Music
A We& for Mt. tahoma ifigh
School's Music Program
Oct. 21-12, 6 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Marshall Hall
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'Sisters' to seek unities in life across century
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
The debut production of Anton Chekhov's
"Three Sisters" opened in 1901, and was considered a masterful drama. Nearly a century
later, the University of Puget Sound's Theatre
Arts department is staging its own version, still
reaching for a thought provoking performance.
"Three Sisters" centers on the Prozorov sisters, Olga, Masha and Irina, and their brother,
Andrey, as they pass their lives in a provincial
Russian town. They entertain themselves with
the misadventures of the resident soldiers and
dreams of moving to Moscow.
Andrey has lofty dreams but complicates his
and his family's lives with a bad marriage—
his wife, Natalya Ivanovna, becomes an overbearing figure over them all. Masha, despite
her marriage to schoolmaster Kulygin, seeks
happiness through an affair with an officer,
Vershinin. Irina, the youngest sister, marries
Baron Tuzenbakh, another officer, hoping to
move away. Through the rest of the play, the
sisters experience twists of fortune, cycling
back to the same dreams of happiness.
Kristine Erickson (KE): What do you want
people to be thinking about when they come
to see the play?

Kelly McLaughlin, Dramaturg (KM):
One of the main things we wanted to get across
here is how much these people in 1900 Russia
are the same as us here in 2000 in Tacoma,
Washington.
Leah Haloin, "Anfisa" (LH): It shows the
everyday life of these people and understanding the little moments that comprise one big
collage of who they are. That's an integral part
of the show.
KE: What were the challenges and rewards
of preparing this play?
KM: A challenge is always really trying to
grasp...how these people are really like us.
Even though Anfisa is an old woman, how has
she gone through the same things that Leah
Haloin, a freshman at UPS, has gone through?
And making those connections.
Julie Miller, "Irina" (JM): The language
is so beautiful and so honest in places, and it
almost can sound too sweet and trite and not
real—sappy. It's hard to find that one point,
and it really comes out when you see that person having that emotion in conversation.
LH: Truly getting the connection with the
character is very rewarding. I believe that even
though there's some things about Anfisa that
aren't like me, there are some things that are,
and with other characters I find things that are

so much like Leah Haloin...A true reward
is...creating a community of characters that
bring the show to life.
KM: Russian culture...was radically different from American culture. We've been talking to a Russian cultural specialist throughout
the process, and she's been teaching us that
women have a lot of power in American culture ...everything is to the maximum. It's
prevalent in "Three Sisters" that what these
women are trying to do is to the maximum of
their ability.
KE: What do you think the reaction will be
compared to the reaction it received 100 years
ago?
KM: The difference really is that Chekhov
was a radical writer for his time period, so
when people would see it 100 years ago they
were seeing a new type of theater, and naturalism isn't really new anymore.
LH: Chekhov is still really stereotyped in
the theatrical world, where people say "nothing ever happens in Chekhov." But then when
you have the opportunity to explore Chekhov,
there are so many really radical things about
his playwriting that he was pertaining to his
own day that still apply...In that sense, the audience will have a really new experience and
different than they were expecting.

'Contender' highlights America's
obsession with political scandal

JM: There's a lot of humor that tends to get
ignored. Just reading through it with people
you find those moments that are hilarious.
KM: It's not slapstick comedy, or like pop
culture's ...techno beats, it's Russia in 1900.
Life is very different, but we are the same.
KE: Describe the play in one word.
_LH: Alive.
KM: Endurance.
JM: Time.
KE: Name a quote that summarizes the play.
KM: "We can't know now what will seem
important to the future, and what will seem
ridiculous. The discoveries of Copernicus and
Columbus seemed useless and laughable then
while nonsense written by an idiot was repeated."
"Three Sisters" will be performed at the
Norton Clapp Theatre. For more information
please visit director Geoff Proehl's website on
the UPS webpage, which links to the dramaturgy webpage for" Three Sisters.".
Show times are Friday, Oct. 27; Saturday,
Oct. 28; Thursday, Nov. 2; Friday, Nov. 3 and
Saturday, Nov. 4 at 7:30 p.m. and 2 p.m. matinees on Saturday, Oct. 28 and Saturday, Nov.
4. Admission is $10.50 general and $6.50 student/faculty/senior. Tickets are available at the
Info Center and at the door.

NM a,

KATHLEEN SuLuvAN

Staff Writer
How close can a woman get to the top? Who
will be the first woman president? Rod Lurie,
directer of "The Contender," shows his audience the
near-plausibility of this idea. Lurie demonstrates that
a woman slowly making her way into the White
House (unattached to her husband's arm) is not
merely a flimsy fantasy.
In this applicable political thriller, the death of
the vice president has put severe pressure on President Jackson Evans (Jeff Bridges) to nominate a new
vice president. After rejecting the promising Senator Jack Hathaway (William Peterson) for ambiguous reasons, the president selects Senator Larne
Hanson (Joan Allen) to be his partner, igniting political controversy.
The trouble begins when Chairman of the Confirmation Committee Shelly Runyon (Gary Oldman)
Senator Laine Hanson (Joan Allen, center),
decides that Senator
Hanson is an unac- accompanied by her allies, head into a confirmation
ceptable candidate hearing to determine if she will be the next Vice
for the position. Still President of the United States in "The Contender."
hoping for the nomiJoan Allen's smooth portrayal of Senator Hanson is admination of Senator Hathaway,
Runyon determines a mission: refusal to confirm Larne Hanson. rable and almost sadly surreal. To see this collected woman
He and his cohorts begin to do what they must
coolly refusing to divulge any personal secrets
in order to prevent her from appearing solid,
runs opposite to most political debate we have
arriving at our country's favorite and most inwitnessed lately. "The Contender" highlights
"The Contender"
teresting gossip, the personal lives of our pohow personal beliefs and decisions wrongly
Rating: ***
crowd the political scene, making our governlitical leaders.
ment a stage for personal exploitation instead
With the help of an annoying, ambitious
of
solid ground for our country's betterment.
young Reginald Webster (Christian Slater),
Movie Rating
The movie attempts to mitigate its tedious
Runyon and his crew unearth an alleged sexual
System
pace with jerky cinematography and misplaced
scandal about Senator Hanson. They proceed
mysteriousness, and the ending disappoints us
to prey upon her sex, making her appear as a
*
Not worth your time
with pure melodrama. Despite these flaws,
college whore. Contrary to Runyon's expecRent it when there's
nothing better to do
"The Contender" bears much importance to
tations and to the President's exhortations,
our political scene, showing our country to be
Senator Hanson does not confirm or deny these
Worth seeing
one of these days
obsessed with scandals and willing to believe
rumors, claiming that these issues are her perRun, don't walk, to
anything leaders tell us "because they're talksonal business, not to be discussed in an issuethe theater!
ing in front of a very big microphone."
related confirmation hearing.

Moviti
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NAME: Chris Bertrand
CLASS: Freshman
HOMETOWN Pullman, Wash.
STYLE Mainly rock, but he squeezes
in some rap, hip-hop, techno and anything else he has time to play.
FAVORITE SONG: "Wrong" by Archers
of Loaf
SHOW DAY/TIME 10-11 a.m.
Wednesdays
WHY Da "I had 3 or 4 different friends
who were DJ's at KZUU, and I would
go up there and help them. I knew that
being a DJ here would give me the opportunity to hear new music. Also, I
like to share my music with others."
WHAT IS YOUR PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE?
"It's important to take time to stop and
smell the roses."
INTERVIEW BY SARA BARTOLAIN

A&E
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Concert to unite UPS choirs
Dorian Singers, into one show. The evening features only a small portion of all the four choirs' repertoires due to time constraints, but brings them toFor the first time in UPS history, the voices of all
gether for a final piece conducted by Dr. Jerry
four UPS choirs will fill the Concert Hall on the Yonkman. This uniting of the four choirs has not
same evening. This Saturday, Oct. 28, the choral been done at UPS in recent years.
department will stage a fall showcase for the Uni"It will be good to combine the different levels
versity of Puget
of talent for the cohesion of
Sound's annual Fall
the department," Lambert
Family Weekend. The
said about the show's fiprogram, which begins
nale.
This ending piece, an
[The concert] is a good
at 7:30 p.m., is free,
American folk song enway to show parents
and promises to be a
titled "Shenandoah," argroundbreaking show.
ranged by James Erb, will
what their children are
This is the first time
be sung a cappella by about
in recent years that
173 singers from the entire
doing in class.
UPS has put on a fall
choral department.
—Evin Lambert
choral showcase. OrYonkman, the director of
ganizers anticipate atchoral activities at UPS,
tendance will be high
will also conduct the
because the concert
Adelphian Concert Choir
takes place during Fall Family Weekend.
in the Washington premiere of "Four Phrases from
"It is a good way to show parents some of what
Psalm 91." This combination of sounds by Dan
their children are doing in class," said Evin LamBukvich will include piano played by Jared Oaks
bert, conductor of University Chorale and the Dorian
and soprano saxophone work by Erik Steighner as
Singers about the upcoming concert. The showcase
well as the vocals. Yonkman also advises the Madnot only allows choral students the opportunity to rigal Singers, an unconducted vocal group.
perform in front of an audience earlier than in years
Along with this piece, the showcase will compast, but allows more parents and families the opbine all kinds of music and vocals. Solos will be
portunity to see their family members perform in
included and viewers will get a preview of the chotheir musical groups.
ral department's upcoming concerts. Chorale memThe program brings together the efforts of all four ber Anne Campbell is looking forward to the conof UPS's choirs—the Adelphian Concert Choir, the cert: "It's a cool opportunity to sing with all the
Madrigal Singers, University Chorale and the choirs. We'll have a powerful sound."
SALLY BROWNING

Assistant A&E Editor
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•
"Glorious Tastes with Italian an Flair"

FAMILY

POIAODORP wEEKEND
GROUPS OF 5 OR MORE
RESERVATIONS ADVISED

RESTAURANT & BAR

k„,

„„

Casual Dinning • Moderate Prices

EvENTs

LUNCH & DINNER
3819 N. 26th - Proctor District - 752-1111
JUST A FEW MINUTES FROM UPS CAMPUS

•

NALL owrrti PARTY
Ai

111E CLOCK TOWER CLUB

•

Drink Specials All Night
50 Cent Draft Beer
Best Costume Contest
$100.00 First Place Prize
$2.00 Cover
$1.00 W/ College (0
Tie

FACIFIC AVE.

FOWNTOWN lACOMA
I UESDAY OCTOBER :A7) 1.,IOCC
0

c:CCPM

1:CCAm

University Wind Ensemble Concert
Conducted by Robert Musser
Friday Oct. 27, 7:20 p.m., Concert Hall, Free
'A Pall Choral Concert'
Se. Oct. 28
7:20 p.m., Concert Hall, Free
Sal Marquez in concert with UPS Jazz Ensemble
Sat. Oct. 28, si? p.m., Kilworth Chapel
Tickets available at Info center or Ticketmacter
$2 with UPS ID, $5 general

Pork Filled Players present
'Dim Sum! The Musical!'
Oct. 27 through Nov.19
08 general, $6 seniors/ students, $5 groups
14810 Meridian Ave., Seattle
Northwest Trek presents
Halloween Hoot n' Howl
Oct. 27-29, call (260) 822-6117 for Info
Tacoma Actors' Guild presents
'Terra Novas by Ted Tally
Oct. 28 through Nov.12
020428; call (252) 272-2145 for info

Campus PIM presents
'The Silence of the Lambs'
Fri.-Sat. 7 & 9:20 p.m.
Sun. 6 & 8:20 p.m. MC-002 $1
Honors Film Series presents
*RashomonD
Wed. Oct. 25, 7 p.m.
Wyatt 109, free
Incognito Masquerade Ball
Sat. Oct. 28, 9 p.m. to midnight
Rotunda, $5

2nd Annual Halloween 5 & 10K Trail Run
Oct. 28
Fort Steilacoom Park
(252) 276-0092
The hunk If I Know
Oct. 21, 8:20 p.m.
Jazzbones (2802 6th Ave.), 04
Pumpkin Patch Rash
Oct. 21
Exposition Hall, Puyallup Fairgrounds
(252) 841-504-5
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ny given freshman residence hall floor, 9 p.m. The doors o mo
rooms are closed and quiet. There is an eerie absence of peo
o
l
•
any given night where class does not follow the next morning. Nearl
all of the residents of this floor have gone out for the night to part:
Most do not go to drink, however; instead they've been in their rioorr
since 5 p.m., drinking their hidden stash of beer and liquor bin
BY JASON GOLDEN

closed doors. Nearly all of these freshmen learned the first w ek

partying that the cheap keg beer at parties is overvalued, w ak i
alcohol strength and tastes horrible. They leave early with a tron
buzz, most tipping back three to four drinks before they go out, and then return past mi gl
either having had more alcohol at another party or slipping into their rooms to consum the
illegally-obtained reservoir for another few hours or so. While this residence hall s th
exception rather than the rule, the binge drinking behavior of this often-famed part ofAm rica
college campuses is all too common around the nation, and in the minds of some fres e
eagerly awaiting their arrival into the college scene.

Drinking to Excess
Alcohol abuse is arguably the nation's number one
public health problem among college students.
Nowhere are the effects of heavy episodic drinking
more evidenced than at American colleges. This type
of drinking to excess is known to medical experts and
students alike as "binge drinking."
In the United States medical community, binge
drinking is defined as anyone having five or more
drinks. A study led by Dr. Henry Wechsler of the
Harvard School of Public Health in 1999 narrowed
the definition, however, to four drinks for women and
five for men. For the sake of continuity, this article
will use the Harvard definition for binge drinking.
Students contest this strict, unmoving definition of
binge drinking. While alcohol education programs
vary by region, most students are taught early on the
truths about substance abuse. For example, most
students are aware of the fact that alcohol intoxication
levels vary from person to person based on a number
of factors, including weight, height, age and gender.
Additionally, some students are aware of Washington's
border proximity to Canada, a country that allows
drinking at age 19 in British Columbia, and age 18 in
the neighbor province of Alberta. This fact also
contributes to the "if they are allowed to, why can't
we?" mentality.
Unfortunately, these elements only contribute to
their justification of drinking to excess. For these
people who abuse alcohol to the extreme, binge
drinking brings to mind a self-destructive and
unrestrained personal bout lasting well into the night,
and perhaps into further days, affecting their ability
Photo courtesy Absolut Vodka

to study, attend to responsibilities, waste mon y an
engage in other risky behavior, such as fight *ng
unprotected sex. The Harvard study found "Arils
results, noting that among underage drinker wh
engage in binge drinking, 33 percent missed clas
the next day, 25 percent got behind in school won!
and 27 percent engaged in unplanned sexual a • tivit;

New Approach

0
A new tactic being implemented to combat c i lleg
drinking: widely distributing the facts. In the las
decade, national colleges have spent hundreds
millions of dollars on scare tactics to dissuade studen
to drink to excess. Images of irresponsible behavic
or cars taken from drunk driving accidents have h.
college campuses nationwide. New strategies a
forming across the nation, however, on how to de.
with the binge drinking epidemic sweeping the natio
Colleges have taken special interest in the messa
put forth by the Harvard study.
"If students perceive that binge drinking is the Mt,
behavior of their peers, they may be more likely t
engage in this behavior. Students who perceive th
more drinking occurs than actually does provid
themselves with an excuse for drinking more becaus
`everyone is doing it,' said Dr. Wechsler in the sV
Knowing this, colleges are trying a new appro7
saying students don't drink so much after all. Claimin
binge drinking has been exaggerated, many olleg
administrations are trying to disprove the notion th
heavy drinking fits into the model of the America
college student.
The national mindset caries over onto the It"

▪

0/26/00
ampus as well. President Susan Pierce, a member of
e National Institute of Alcohol and Alcohol Abuse
IAAA) project on campus drinking, is primed to
t ke an active approach to drinking and the effects it
as on students and the image of the campus.
"It's a serious problem," said Pierce, "and one we
eed to address."
Pierce is an advocate of the movement among
ational colleges to avoid scare tactics and spend their
esources on educating
tudents that their
Ai
erceptions of how much
tudents drink to excess is If students
i flated. Puget Sound, perceive that
ith the leadership of
binge drinking is
ounseling, Health and
ellness Services the usual behavior
sychologist Dr. Charee of their peers, they
oulter, has mounted a may be more likely
Know Your Numbers"
ampaign to educate to engage in this
dents that the majority behavior. Students
• f students here do not who perceive that
a rink to excess.
more drinking
"There are several other
f
urses of action I'd like occurs than
the University to take to actually does
reduce the drinking provide
problem on campus,"
lfierce said. "I'd hope that themselves with
ur students would take an excuse for
r leadership to combat drinking more
excessive drinking,
because 'everyone
working collaboratively
with members of the is doing it.
—Dr. Henry Wechsler
administration and the
faculty. Students will
FP
often listen to their peers
first."
Pierce is also aware of providing alternatives.
r
"I like the idea of giving students alternatives to
r 1cohol-reliant parties," she said. Citing a record
number of neighborhood disturbance calls, Pierce is
also concerned about the impact drinking has on the
community that borders UPS.
"These are people who live near campus who have
t deal with the noise from students who have been
'eking too much walking by their homes, yelling, at
easonable times of the night," she said.
If the drinking problem is so serious, why can't the
s hool just police it to make sure it doesn't happen?
"There are a number of
r r asons," said Pierce.
to dministrators and
s curity cannot check
ople at the door of each
r sidence hall every time
p ople enter the dorms.
ch an effort would
Elf ange the nature of the
c mpus." Pierce also
pressed concern that
s ch an approach would
olate the privacy of
dents.
"Students do need to
ow that excessive use
alcohol leads to a great
ally negative
c I nsequences, both for
e students who drink
heavily and for those
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around them. Our hope at Puget Sound is that our
students will understand that the majority of students
here either do not drink at all or drink moderately and
that they in turn will make informed decisions about
the long term effects of alcohol in their lives," Pierce
said.

By the
Num bers
■■

330/0

ustud
rveveents
pewh
aged
orems beinndgeed.dterithweng
T0ra
lUIPI:
(5+ drinks in a row for men,
4 +dInks In a
row for women)
• • • • •r•ris•Nameesa•wasei
of UPS students classified themselves as
"non-drinkers"

111111111111111111•1111111111111111111••••111

U
Is freshman drinking on the rise?_

I

I

According to a letter sent to freshman parents by
Kristine Bartanen, Dean of Students "Anecdotal
evidence suggests that a greater proportion of this
freshman class appears to be more aggressive in
seeking off-campus venues for alcohol than we
have seen in recent years."

I

How misleading are studies on "binge" drinking?

I

I
I
I

I "Binge" drinking is frequently classified as five
I or more drinks for men and four or more drinks
I for women (as it is classified in this feature), but

–

I
I
I
I
I
I

as Prof. David J. Hanson at the State University
of New York points out, this definition can paint
an inaccurate picture of the extent of "binge"
drinking on college campuses. For example, a
woman could have two glasses of wine throughout
the course of her meal and then a couple more
following her meal. Although her blood alcohol
level would have remained low, she would be
classified as a "binge" drinker.
Furthermore, Hanson disputes the claims by
many studies of an increase in binge drinking
citing research that shows a 24 percent decline in
binge drinking among high school seniors between
1980 and 1997.

I

16 • NI

em

ot■

38 %
■

of UPS students who classified
themselves as "drinkers," engaged in
binge drinking

a••••••••1••••••••••

18%

■

•

of UPS students said alcohol
consumption had affected them
accademIcally

■■■■■ •• ■■■■■ • ■■■■■■■■ 14

17/0

of UPS students who said they were
religious also said they binge drink

ms, 111•11

26%

11111

MMMMMM •••••••

of UPS athletes said they binge drink

•••••••••••••••••••••••

44%
••

of college students nationally engaged In
binge drinking (according to the Harvard
Study)

11••

•11111•••••

••••

••••••

Nati011alltstudents are most likely to be
■ 111 ■ • ■

binge drinkers if they are white, 23
or manger, involved in athletics or
residents of a fraternity or sorority.
•111•

■■■ 111 ■■ • ■

2101•••
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Why UPS students drink:

13% egfetUdrunk
20%
67%

dents who drink, drink to

ef lUPS students who drink, drink to

l dents who drink, drink to
oble UsPoScisatu

The preceeding results are taken from the 1999 study
by the Harvard School of Public Health and from a
poll distributed by the Trail via e-mail. The recipients
of the e-mailed Trail poll were randomly selected.
Eighty-eight out of 250 students responded to the
survey. Based on the sample size, the results don 't
necessarily provide concusive evidence on drinking
habits of Univeristy of Puget Sound students.
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Soccer loses to rival but wins vitalgame
MEN'S SOCCER
DAVE ABBOTT

CROSS COUNTRY

Sports Writer

The cross country team heads to Walla Walla this Saturday, Oct. 28, after a successful race two weeks ago at the
Pacific Lutheran Invitational. The Logger men had an impressive second place finish at the meet, and the women came
in 13th.
As they head into their race this weekend, the men are
ranked 23rd in the nation, and will be competing against
Willamette (19) and Lewis and Clark (22). They will look
for leadership from senior Sam Berg to continue their successful season.
The unranked women hope to improve at the invitational
with help from Dana Boyle, who is favored to win the race.

VOLLEYBALL
The UPS volleyball team pushed their impressive record
to 19-0 on Thursday, Oct. 19, defeating Lewis and Clark in
four games. The team has two regular season home games
left, and they will take on Whitworth on Friday, Oct. 27. The
Pirates are a strong team and will be gunning for a big upset
against the Loggers, who beat them in four games when they
met in the first round. The Loggers will face Whitman on
Saturday, Oct. 28.

SWIMMING
The Loggers swim team held their annual alumni meet as a
part of the Homecoming festivities on Saturday, Oct. 21. The
meet, though just for fun, proved that the Loggers have some
strong swimmers this year and will again be a powerful team.
They start their official season next week with a home meet
against Willamette at 6 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 3.

rt

Mark Peneroza in alumni meet.

With their eye on the postseason, the
UPS men's soccer team had two key
Northwest Conference games last weekend, Thier matches against Linfield and
Willamette could have heavy implications on a possible Logger playoff berth.
On Saturday, Oct. 21, the Loggers
faced nemesis Linfield College, the only
team ahead of Puget Sound in conference play.
The Wildcats had handed UPS one
loss already, a 2-0 decision on Sept. 24.
A win by UPS would be a huge step in
defending their conference crown and
earning an automatic playoff bid.
The game featured stellar defense
from both sides, as the contest went
scoreless into the second half. Six minutes in, the Wildcats scored, sending a
shot past Logger goalkeeper Ryan
Wittstruck. UPS stayed close the rest of
the game due to great efforts by
Wittstruck and defenders Eddie Zielinski
and Erik Nielson, but could not score,
finally succumbing 0-1.
The loss to Linfield put even greater

Congratulations
Dande Athletes
of the Week:
Karen Ecklebe of
women's soccer
and Jonah
Kaakua of the
football team.

COUNSELING HEALTH AND WELLNESS SERVICES

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS
0/

Most Puget Sound student()
(67%) have 4 or fewer drinks
when they party.

9

1118Nyould support another
stu ent's decision to call for
medical assistance in the event
of possible poisoning

Numbers Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Wellness Services (2000)
* 1 drink = one 12 oz beer, 4-5 oz wine, 1.5 oz hard liquor

Sophomore Chris Raymond dodges a Linfield defender.
importance on their game on Sunday, winning goal of his career, a record for
Oct. 22 against the Bearcats of UPS. That was all the offense that the
Willamette. The Loggers downed the Loggers needed, as goalkeeper Ben
Bearcats 2-1 in a thrilling overtime match Meckel shut out the Bearcats in a 1-0
earlier this season, and desperately Puget Sound victory.
The Logger's conference play will
needed another victory.
The UPS offense looked sharper conclude with games against Whitman
against Willamette, as forward Tye and Whitworth Colleges Friday Oct. 28
Tolentino connected on a cross from and Saturday, Oct. 29, respectively. The
Nielson to net the first score early on Loggers need to win both games to stay
The goal was Tolentino's 12th game- in the playoff hunt.

Student runs marathon for charity
JENNY NESSEL

Staff Writer
On Sunday, Oct. 8, while many of us were sleeping in, Ali Jackson was running
26.2 miles in the Royal Victoria Marathon. For Ali, the marathon represented not
only the fulfillment of a longtime goal, but also an opportunity to support something she cared about.
In January of 1999, Ali lost a very close friend to leukemia. Her participation in
the Royal Victoria marathon, with the support of the Leukemia Society's Team in
Training, was inspired by this tragedy. It was also a way to help fight leukemia.
Approximately 200 people from around Washington ran in the Royal Victoria
marathon as the Leukemia Society's Team in Training, whose main goal is to raise
funds for research. Each member of the Team in Training is required to raise at
least $2,000, 95 percent of which goes to the Society, and five percent of which
goes to the runner's personal expenses for the marathon. The Society provides a
great deal of help and support throughout the fundraising process, and invests a
great deal of time preparing the participants for the marathon.
The team worked with coaches all summer, training twice a week for the race,
which was the first marathon for nearly 90percent of the participants. Each runner
was assigned an honor patient, a person who currently suffers from leukemia or
lymphoma, as a source of inspiration for the run. The runners were also divided
into groups of about ten with assigned mentors, who helped with mental preparation and fundraising questions.
For Ali Jackson, the Team in Training provided an excellent support system for
her first marathon, which she finished in four hours and eight minutes, and she
encourages people who are interested to try this program. The Leukemia Society
sponsors a Team in Training for several marathons throughout the year, and they
have teams based in both Seattle and Tacoma. Further information is available
through the Leukemia Society of America.

THAWS

TRIBUNE
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
The News Tribune is looking for aggressive, outgoing,
gregarious, fun-loving individuals who want to make
some extra bucks selling newspapers at sporting events,
concerts and special events.

Please contact Dean at 12531274-7323

10/12/00
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Loggers suffer frustrating Homecoming loss
FOOTBALL
ANNIE BARTON

Sports Editor
Logger fans packed the stands on
Saturday, Oct. 21 for what they hoped
would be another victory for the improved football team. Unfortunately,
not even the excitement of Homecoming could give the Loggers the edge that

7.
c.

Craig Knapp looks to pass.

they needed to beat Whitfield.
The first quarter looked like an even
battle as the teams marched back and
forth, neither of them able to score. The
second quarter turned out to be much of
the same, and it looked like the Loggers
might go into half time down by only a
field goal. However, with only 20 seconds to go, the Loggers fumbled the snap
as they attempted to punt the ball. The
mistake gave the Pirates just enough time
to go the 12 yards into the endzone and
take a 10-0 lead.
As the fans pumped up with halftime
festivities, including a spirit contest and
the announcement of the king and queen,
the Loggers tried to figure out a way to
come back and show the Homecoming
crowd that they were worthy of a winning record.
Unfortunately, the Loggers continued
to fall short.
Halfway through the third quarter, the
Pirates showed that they had not lost their
momentum and scored on a long, 13play drive. They missed the PAT, however, making the score 16-0.
The Loggers remained scoreless until
the fourth quarter when quarterback
Craig Knapp completed a 22-yard pass
to Adrian Evans. Knapp then passed to

LUGGER
LINE /,
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Men's Soccer
Oct. 27
Whitman
College
@HOME
2:30 p.m.
•

7.

The Logger defense lines up against the Whitman Pirates in
Saturday's Homecoming game.
Brian Siu to get the two-point conversion and leave the score at 16-8.
The UPS defense held the Pirates in
their next drive, giving the offense another chance to score, but an interception ended the drive. Knapp had one
more chance to tie with less than a
minute remaining, but his pass was incomplete, and the score remained 16-8.

The Loggers will have to put the frustrating Homecoming game behind them
as they take on Linfield this Saturday,
Oct. 28 in Oregon. The Wildcats have an
impressive 6-0 record this year, and they
shut out the Loggers 42-0 last season. Although the team is looking much better
this year, they will have to use everything
they have to upset the Wildcats.

•

Women's soccer dominates with two shut outs

Last year, Hanson guided his team to the regional final (Sweet 16 round). This
year, the team's expectations are much higher.
AARON FUNG
"We're hoping to get a BYE in the first round. We're looking to do better than [the
Staff Writer
sweet sixteen]. We're not looking past these two [upcoming] games," said Hanson,
"We're hoping to be the regional champion and be able get into the final eight and
If anyone doubted the validity of the UPS women's soccer team's claims to the see what happens. My feeling is that we'll be playing Willamette in the regional
league title, their criticism was silenced in back-to-back shutouts of Linfield Col- final, if it gets that far."
lege and Willamette University.
The difference between last year's and this year's team has been the increase of
On Saturday, Oct. 21, the Puget Sound Loggers took the Linfield Wildcats by a
leadership. Despite losing three seniors from last year's squad, this team has risen to
score of 2-0, capitalizing on a header by Beth Taimi and a rocket from Dusty Marcell.
the task.
Heading into last weekend, head coach Randy Hanson predicted a clash of the titans
"Seniors are the leaders," said Hanson. "We had good leadership last year, but
this group has stepped up to the leadership challenge and done just as good a job, if
in both games.
"We knew it'd be a tough game," said Hanson. "[The Wildcats] haven't scored a not a tad better," said Hanson.
lot of goals, but they haven't been scored on much. Any time a soccer game stays
In addition to the six seniors (Jamie Sato, Michelle Moore, Julie Louis, Laura
Grinstead, Meghan Cogswell, and Kerry
close, it can go either way. When we got the second goal, I felt pretty confident."
Cerelli) who have stepped up to lead the
Their game on Sunday, Oct. 22
team, Hanson mentioned the accomplishagainst the Bearcats was destined to be
ments of sophomores forwards Brianna
a struggle. The last three games against
Hultgren and Dusty Marcell, who have
Willamette have all gone to overtime.
improved from their freshman year to
"We got a little better this year. They
star as sophomores.
were a very good team last year and, in
The team has seen quite a change over
my opinion, have stayed about the
the last four years. It has gone from a
same," Hanson said. He also told his
man-marking system to a zonal system,
team that Sunday's game would be
which, as Hanson puts it, "is unconvenmuch like a boxing match: "When two
tional. When teams play [UPS], not only
fighters are the same, you're going to
is it, I feel, a better system for us, but
take some hits and give some hits."
[the opposing team] is not used to it."
Both teams went toe-to-toe, fighting
"We've been building for the past four
for 60 minutes to a 0-0 tie at the end of
years. We changed our defensive stratregulation. But only a minute later, the
egy, and Randy has been building us up
game would be over. Sophomore
to that. Our defense has gotten progresBrianna Hultgren sent the ball upfield
sively stronger," said Cerelli.
to senior Laura Grinstead, who, seeing
The team has been remarkably healthy
Hultgren move forward, passed it back. Senior Laura Grinstead manuevers around a Linfield player.
this year . No one has had to deal with
Hultgren then evaded two defenders and
any significant injuries, and the team is deep at every position. Whenever the team
fired a shot, which curved into the goal, sealing the Loggers' 1-0 victory.
has a game in hand, Hanson can easily substitute one of his many talented reserves,
Willamette was expected to be the Logger's most daunting opponent of the year,
allowing the possibility for injury to decrease. The offensive potency is also easily
especially after capturing the conference title last year and giving UPS a stiff chalseen in the distribution of goals. "We don't have one leading scorer. We have several
lenge in the first round of the NCAA tournament. Indeed, the Bearcats lived up to
leading scorers," explains Hanson.
their billing, but fell just short.
Although this year's team will see the departure of six seniors, the team is ex"We knew it was going to be a dogfight, but we knew we could stick 'em," comtremely deep with eight sophomores. The four freshmen are also making a signifimented Senior midfielder Michelle Moore.
With the two victories, the Loggers are now 10-1 in conference play and 12-1-1 cant impact, with Catherine Kurz starting on the defense and Perrin Schutz, Ann
Giesa and Emily Bumguardner all talented players who are waiting for their turn.
overall. Despite the fact that the team still has two games to play, the team is confi"My main hope is that we win a national championship in one of my four years
dent that they can win the conference and go prove their worth at the NCAA nahere," Bumguardner remarked.
tional tournament.
WOMEN'S SOCCER

Oct. 28
Whitworth
College
@HOME
2:30 p.m.
Women's
Soccer
Oct. 27
Whitman
College
@HOME
noon
•

Oct. 28
Whitworth
College
@HOME
noon
Cross
Country
Oct. 28
NWC
Championships
@Walla Walla
10 a.m.
Volleyball
Oct. 27
Whitworth
College
@HOME
7 p.m.
•

Oct. 28
Whitman
College
@HOME
4 p.m.
Football
Oct. 28
Linfield
College
@McMinnville,
Ore.
1:30 p.m.
Rugby
Hogfest
Invitational
Oct. 28
@Western
Washington
University
TBA
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Readers offer varying reactions to recent controversial Opinions article
Dear Trail staff and Campus Community,
As I reflect on the first half of the semester, I realize that
we have seen more controversy this semester than I can recall in the previous two years, ranging from café couches
and spirit icons to inflammatory Trail editorials and inappropriate responses. While I am glad to see student interest
in the goings on of our school, it saddens me that the energies of my classmates are going towards such self-centered
issues or such academic and increasingly abstract debates
about values. We are loosing track of reality when we live in
a community full of need.
I was a fan of comfy couches in the café and of keeping up
with school pride through a mascot, but I feel that these issues have received disproportionate attention. In the long
run whether we have a cozy place to sip espresso or a Blue
Ox that cheers us on at football games is inconsequential. To
the extent that we continue to argue about such issues merely
reinforces the so-called "bubble" that envelops us in a shroud
of isolation and ignorance about the real world. We are losing track of what is truly important as we grow more selfcentered and inward focused.
Ms. Aurea Astro's articles on drinking, dating, and Pat
Buchanan have instigated much debate on campus. Her statements have been inflammatory and often insulting to the those
members of the campus community who enjoy good parties,
healthy relationships and political views that are less than
reactionary. Her views have caused people to talk. I have
witnessed scores of students arguing about her articles, and
that is good. However, the articles have also spurred backlash as seen in the rash of fliers that littered the SUB recently. These fliers directly attacked Ms. Astro. Rather than
rebutting her political arguments, they aimed at personally
tearing her down for her views. At the same time, the counter
views expressed were of an equally extreme nature: comparing slavery and women's rights abuses in Afghanistan to
Ms. Astro's views on abortion and the death penalty. I can
hardly see how the unnamed authors can take the moral high
ground to Ms. Astro. Both parties go to the extreme and so
leave little room for the consideration of a day-to-day reality
in between. The ideas in debate seem so intellectual and detached from our daily lives that they become sadly academic
and decrease the impact of their meaning, further encasing
us in the UPS bubble.
Thus I am writing to the campus community to ask that
they seek to go beyond the minor concerns of this campus
and to look at what really is of importance in Tacoma. To
those who argue about high-minded ideas and values, I suggest spending a week in the trenches of our community. I
volunteer at Guadeloupe House, a place for transitional living in Tacoma that offers food and shelter to those that have
neither—a place where I have found my own dose of reality.
The homeless represent a far greater cross-section of society
then does our campus, and the reality of their lives is sobering, especially when compared to our daily lives of relative
ease here in academia. There is also Nativity House, a soup
kitchen and day shelter that always needs help. The Nativity
House, a narrow kitchen/eating area next door to the Tacoma
Rescue Mission, is filled every day with people looking for
a meal and a place to get out of the rain. When Nativity House
closes two days a week, the other soup kitchens overflow.
Finally, there is currently no women's shelter in Tacoma,
and that means that every month hundreds of women are
sleeping on the street.
So to those who volunteer in the real world I applaud you,
and to those with little time spent outside the bubble, I ask
that you would spend some time serving at a shelter or hang-

ing out with the homeless down on Fifteenth and Commerce
before you decide to gripe about your school's faults or rant
and rave about some grand injustice. There are many whose
problems dwarf ours. Its time for a reality check.
Sincerely submitted,
Mike Radcliffe
Dear Editor,
Standing by the library on a dreary Monday morning, my
waning attention was grabbed by colorful signs asking "Looked
in The Trail lately?" The signs sampled bits from Aurea Astro's
recent article "Buchanan; Superhero of tradition," and provided researched discussion of the disregard for human rights
that Astro's word revealed. My spirits soared.
As an activist, I was ecstatic to see fellow students acting
out against words of injustice. The connection between the
local and the global contexts danced before my eyes and made
me proud. Accountability and responsibility were being demanded; an alternative voice was throwing itself out into plain
view. Dialogue was being forced. I found this unbelievably
inspiring.
As a member of one of the groups of people condemned in
Astro's article, I felt hope that other students could see the
wrongs she had indiscriminately pushed on me and countless
thousands of others. Astro's bigoted and anti-woman statements
stung, disgusted and worried me. I was glad to see a reciprocation of this disgust painting the halls of campus.
I was glad because the things we saw in Astro's article are
things we must discuss to help foster awareness and compassion on our campus and in our lives. We must discuss this
female writer's anti-woman stance when she states
"women...[should] put their passion for promiscuous activity
into more productive, not to mention moral, endeavors. Don't
ban abortion, deport the women having them." It took some
friends and I about two seconds to recognize what is fundamentally missing from this equation—MEN. Regardless of
your stance on abortion, framing this discussion in a femaleonly vacuum is biologically and socially inaccurate. Astro does
not care to discuss unplanned pregnancy as a result of rape or
incest, does not care to recognize the mutual responsibility of
men in pregnancy and "promiscious activity," does not care to
address the fact that sometimes birth control methods fail even
when women and men work together to use them properly.
I am disturbed to see such a condemning punishment prescribed for women, while men are resolved of any possible
responsibility. This is not only anti-woman, but it is also an
anti-male stab at those men who do take their responsibilities
seriously. All this without even broaching the absurdity and
inhumanity of Astro's "deport women" solution. On this point,
I do not think I can adequately express the level to which I am
sickened and offended. We must also discuss Astro's equally
careless and bigoted statement that America has become "a
basket case of non-English speaking welfare abusers." The
number of racist stereotypes and the lack of concern for human rights embodied in this statement is hard to comprehend.
The local and global contexts are disembodied and sabotaged
by inaccuracy and lack of compassion when this writer speaks
without understanding of what is really going on in this country and around the world.
The fact that people are forced to flee human rights abuses
and economic violence in their homelands only to be faced by
racism and institutional violence in a country which promises
to be a safer haven makes me sad and sickened. To see them
condemned in a place that hits so close to home for me, on my
school's campus, without compassion, understanding or accurate research doubles the blow.

Despite the frustration and sadness reading Astro's article
has left me with, I return to my excitement upon finding a
continued and more informed discussion here on campus,
screaming at me from the library steps. I am inspired by the
"concerned UPS students" who pushed their way into this
dialogue, and I hope that my fellow students and 1 will play
our role in continuin- the tradition of critical dialogue and
analysis.
Kamala Ellis
Dear Editor,
I am alarmed and saddened by Aurea Astro's article in the
Oct. 12 Trail. I am a supporter of the freedom of speech and
I know college is a time to try on new ideas. I thought her
article was a joke or was meant to be in the Combat Zone.
When I realized she was serious, I was stunned. I wonder
how she will feel when her rights as a woman disappear?
Does she know her history as a woman? Apparently not.
Carol Lentz
Academic and Career Advising
Dear Editor,
We write in response to the Opinions piece titled,
"Buchanan; superhero of tradition" that appeared in the Oct.
12 issue of The Trail. The article was so rife with misinformation and exaggeration that we had to hope the author was
only reckless and ignorant rather than motivated by hatred.
The author misrepresented immigrants, refugees and women,
three vulnerable groups who contribute so much to our present
prosperity but share too little in it. The author cited approvingly Mr. Buchanan's remarks about the death penalty, remarks teeming with ignorant machismo.
Even a pittance of Internet or library research would have
invalidated the erroneous claims on which the article relied,
so perhaps it is just as well that the author seems not to have
exposed her abhorrent views to knowledge or information.
For example, when elaborating her distaste for the "400,000
more illegal immigrants [who] will carouse our [in] towns
and cities [this year]," she argues, "we're not a melting pot
anymore; we're a basket case of non-English speaking welfare abusers! Our social service budgets are being depleted
by drug dealing, border-fleeing criminals." More than simply offensive, these statements are steeped in racist, xenophobic ignorance. We will never become the truly democratic society we consistently purport to be precisely because
many people believe such misinformed blather. On the other
hand, we concede that to judge from his consistently low
standing in public opinion polls, Mr. Buchanan's bombast is
being rejected by more people with each passing year. We
hope that the author will educate herself to join those refugees from hatred.
In the spirit of challenging this transgression, we published
and distributed four fliers refuting the arguments made in the
article. Citing information from Human Rights Watch, the
National Organization for Women, Boston University Professor Howard Zinn, and the National Coalition Against the
Death Penalty, we offered alternate opinions and factual information to instigate a discussion of the issues introduced
in the author's article.
We encourage the UPS community to continue a dialogue
regarding these issues and to stand adamantly against hate
speech in all its forms. In the words of Audre Lorde, "Your
silence will not protect you."
Scott Bailey, '01; Nancy Case, '01; Kelly McLaughlin,
`01; Megan Miskill, '01; Bernadette Ray, '99; Laura Selden,
`01; Kim Thomas, '99; Nick Williams, '01

Editor's Note: Although we received additional letters, space restrictions did not allow us to print every response. We attempt to print as many letters with varying content, however in some
instances we are unable to do so. We still encourage continual feedback, as it is an important process for any media outlet.
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Buchanan article, responses both misguided
BILL PARKER

Editor-in-Chief
By now, we've all
seen it, or at least heard
about it. Aurea Astro's
article in the Oct. 12 issue of The Trail,
"Buchanan: Superhero
of Tradition," caused a
great deal of controversy on this campus, and we as a staff would
be remiss if we failed to address some of the
issues that have arisen in its wake.
While we make no apologies for publishing the article and feel that Astro is as entitled
to her opinion as anyone else, I would like to
take this opportunity to acknowledge that we
made some major mistakes in the way that
opinion was presented. The article contained
several instances of misleading or inaccurate
phrasing—places in which opinions were disguised as facts—along with numerous factual
misrepresentations that it was our responsibility as an editorial staff to clear up. We failed
to do that, and that understandably caused a
lot of unnecessary issues to form among a
number of our readers.
The Trail's most immediate goal is to provide the campus with a credible, professional
newspaper, and the lack of sources and misleading language that appeared in that and
other past articles in this section is a significant step away from that goal. I would like to
assure everyone reading this paper that we will
take immediate action to ensure that these
problems are not revisited.
That said, I was personally disappointed
with the way in which the campus at large went
about debating the issues raised in Astro's article. I am by no means a Buchanan supporter
myself—I consider myself a moderate Republican, and I am repulsed, as most of you are,
by his utter lack of tolerance—and the article

was riddled with logical leaps and gloss-overs
that I looked forward to seeing highlighted in
countless letters to the editor.
But that didn't happen. We got a few wellreasoned letters, but not many. Instead, we got
a few angry, unprovocative e-mails, and a
clever but essentially pointless voice mail message. The less mature and more hypocritical
members of our student body even took it upon
themselves to call Ms. Astro at home or leave
messages on her door. And then, of course,
we have those fliers.
A few days after the article was run, "Concerned Students and Alumni" who really
should have given their names plastered
Marshall Hall with four ill-conceived fliers which
information from
clearly biased
sources, none of
which directly refuted
Astro's arguments, to
attack the article.
The most obviously
flawed of the fliers, and
hence my personal favorite,
is the one that takes
Buchanan's statement,
"Abortion is the greatest
evil...since slavery," and opposes it with a quote that gives
some numbers that prove that
slavery was extraordinarily evil.
The Concerned Students conclude, "Comparing abortion to slavery trivializes women's liberty and the horrific institution of slavery."
I count three glaring logical errors here.
First, and most obvious, neither Buchanan nor
Astro actually compared abortion to slavery.
Even Buchanan would admit—and the wording of this quote does admit—that the institution of slavery was the greatest evil ever to
occur in this country. Saying that abortion is

the greatest evil since slavery by no means
trivializes slavery. Even if abortion were less
evil than slavery by a factor of a thousand,
that wouldn't make the statement any less
valid. Put another way: The basic argument
they've putforward here is that "abortion isn't
evil, because slavery was more evil." How
much sense does that make?
Second, making such an argument forces
Buchanan/Astro into a difficult, undeserved
position. Opposing their side with this "slavery is evil" argument makes it appear that
they don't believe slavery is evil, which neither side came anywhere close to claiming. It's this sort of
demonization of one's opponents that extremists on either side of the fence are
all too frequently guilty
of. This practice seriously damages our
chances of ever really
making any true social
progress.
Finally, the conclusion of the flier
claims that the comparison (which, as
we've seen,
wasn't actually
made in the first
place) "trivializes
women's liberty," a claim
that has absolutely no place in their argument. It's certainly possible to argue that it
does, but our Concerned Students have done
no such thing. In fact, is it really possible, according to their argument, to trivialize both
women's liberty and slavery? It seems that to
trivialize one is to overemphasize the other.
There are three more of these fliers, each
put together almost as poorly as this one. Perhaps the most comical example is where, rather
than constructing a provocative argument

against the death penalty, the Concerned Students single out Astro's innocuous use of the
word "boy" and use it to argue against the
death penalty for children, a concept that no
politician and few columnists would ever actually come out in favor of. This is another,
still more extreme example of that
demonization technique mentioned above.
Astro's article and these fliers are but the
most convenient examples of where dialogue
on our campus continually goes wrong. With
no logical substance behind them, neither party
has any hope of having any positive affect on
anyone that doesn't already agree with them.
I'm sure the Concerned Students meant
well, and I know that as individuals each one
is an intelligent human being, as is Ms. Astro.
But as college students, we all get too wrapped
up in our emotions and our newfound pseudointellectualism to go to the trouble of actually
getting our points across. We put words in our
opponents' mouths because the words we wish
they'd say take a lot less work to refute than
the words they really do say.
As the election draws closer, this campus,
like the rest of the country, is going to be
imbued in a very serious and consequential
debate. All I ask is that we each spend more
time listening to what the other has to say and
less time devising a witty but insubstantial
comeback.
If one side were always right by way of
moral imperative, we would have no need for
a second (or third, or twelfth) political party.
It's all too easy to shrug off George W. Bush
as stupid, for instance, or Al Gore as a liar.
But both have good, defensible reasons for
taking the stands they do, and the one of them
that gets elected will have the chance to profoundly affect our country, for better or worse,
for a great deal longer than just the next four
to eight years. So let's stop all the name-calling and accusations, and actually talk about
the issues.

Freedom of speech requires cooperative responsibility
JASON RONBECK

Opinions Editor
In the Oct. 12 issue of The Trail, as
the editor of the Opinions section, I
chose to run an article with the headline
"Buchanan; superhero of tradition." Although the article contained ideas which
I vehemently oppose, I choose not to cut,
edit or tone down (i.e.: censor) any of
statements or opinions expressed in the
article.
As people have reacted to the content of the article, I have
been asked numerous times how I could print such an inflammatory and, at times, hateful piece. Questioning by others has
lead me to ask myself why I would print such material.
Fortunately, it was easy for me to arrive at the answer to this
complex situation. As a supporter of the freedom of speech, I
believe that everyone is entitled the right to express his or her
opinions in a non-violent manner.
While some will argue that hate speech (and I am not necessarily saying that the article in The Trail should be considered
hate speech) would be an exception to the privileges granted
by freedom of speech, I would remind people that the hatefulness of speech is relative to each individual.
During the Civil Rights Movement, members of society with
political and social power could have argued that statements
demanding equal rights were hateful the same way we now
consider statements with racist, homophobic or sexist messages to be hateful. The perspective of those in power dictates
what is and is not accectable.
However, I am not saying that hate speech is difficult to
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discern—it is obvious that some groups intend their messages listen to airs commentators that say things you disagree with,
let them know that you will turn off the radio and persuade
to be hateful and derogatory to members of society. I am saying, though, that it is difficult for powers of authority to judge others to do the same.
Like so many parts of our government, in order to maintain
what is and is not hateful because one's perspective can allthe best working free speech model,
too-often influence what one
we must utilize the system of checks
deems hateful or not.
As the editor of the Opinions
and balances.
Maintaining freedom of speech
section and an extremely liberal
The fact that the Buchanan article
raised such an uproar on campus
person, I cannot cut parts of storelies on cooperation at two ends...
(including fliers being hung all
ries because I consider them too
around the campus and constant disconservative for my tastes. While I am obligated to refrain from
cussions over the atrocity of the
I may consider the term "anticensoring articles because I
statements made), and that less than
choice" to be more appropriate
ten people took the time to write a
than "pro-life," some readers and disagree with them.... [And] the
letter to the editor calling the writer
writers would disagree—it all de- public must be willing to respond to
on her mistakes and arguments
pends on one's perspective.
shows that checks and balances are
Maintaining freedom of speech what is put forward.
not working for The Trail—a sturelies on cooperation at two ends.
dent newspaper.
As someone with power in the
Without constructive feedback to the writer and staff of the
media, I am obligated to refrain from censoring articles simply because I disagree with them. However, readers also have paper, "hateful" and inaccurate speech can prevail. Not that
all writers feel the same way, but to some, the silent response
a responsibility.
equates to a response of acceptance in the world of media.
If an article (Opinions or otherwise) contains factual errors
I am not trying to wash my hands of any wrongdoing as an
or inflammatory statements, it is the readers' responsibility to
provide feedback. At The Trail we make a strong effort to print editor, but I maintain that I am upholding my role as an official with power. For free speech to work effectively, the pubnearly every letter to the editor that we receive (granted that it
lic must be willing to respond to what is put forward.
is signed and does not overlap too many ideas with other letI encourage everyone to respond to everything they read in
ters received the same week).
The Trail. If you think an opinions article was completely off
When other publications are incorrect or biased, call them
base, let me, the writer and the readers know. The media is the
on it too. When a television station carries an advertisement
perfect resource to ignite conversation and discussion. Let your
for a product you disagree with, urge them to consider the
voice be heard and take advantage of our right to free speech.
moral implications of their sponsorship. If a radio station you
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Parental divorce detrimental to kids
Writer shares personal experience, offers hope, suggestions for future
CATHERINE CAMBRA

Staff Writer
I've been to hell and back in a matter
of a year and a half after my father sat
me down three days before my 17 birthday and said, "Catherine, I don't love
your mother anymore and I'm leaving.
I've filed for divorce and my bags are
packed. I'm as good as gone."
I was stunned. I haven't seen him
since then, but my life has unraveled in a myriad of ways as a
consequence. I've been in and out of therapy, I've contemplated suicide on several occasions, and I've been clinically
depressed. I speak from personal experience when I tell you
that divorce takes its toll.
I can also tell you that the community at large and the family court system fail to provide kids of divorce with adequate
care. They mistakenly assume that kids don't need sympathy
and support and they don't enforce techniques that have been
developed to successfully mitigate the effects of divorce. This
has led to the detriment of children's' welfare.
Statistics gathered by Dr. Gary Neuman and Dr. Judith
Wallerstein indicate that kids of divorce experience a higher
dropout rate, an increase in emotional disturbance, higher rates
of substance and drug abuse, and delinquency.
Researchers from the '70s "Divorce Boom" to the '90s have
interviewed hundreds of kids of divorce to gauge the ramifications. For three decades, Judith Wallerstein, a therapist and
retired lecturer at the University of California, Berkley, listened to children chronicled their stories. In her controversial

book, The Unexpected Legacy of Divorce, she contends that guage or to compliment each other's child rearing to mitigate
effects of divorce are longer lasting than anticipated.
hostile feelings.
She maintains that while there is a detrimental impact on
"It was great to learn ways to get along with his father," said
kids during childhood as a result of divorce, if they receive Jackie Quintana who brought her ten-year-old son, Emilio to
little support or are not given the opportunity to have their
Sandcastles.
feelings worked through and validated, the major impact of
"I thought I was part of the problem, now I know I'm not,"
the divorce, "Raises in adulthood as serious romantic relationsaid Emilio.
ships move center stage."
Dr. Neuman has a saying that I live my life by. He says,
I, for one, can attest to having an intense fear of intimacy. I
"Our lives are like sandcastles worn away in the tide. With a
haven't had a single relationship last more than three weeks
little effort they can be rebuilt."
because the very notion of
It's been a really difficult year for
commitment terrifies me more
me and I'm still learning to deal with
than death.
my issues in a meaningful and
For kids of divorce, time
healthy way. I understand that di"If a parent dies, the child's friends
doesn't always heal all
vorce is never easy; therefore, I bewounds. "If a parent dies, the and family know how to give help and
lieve it's crucial that kids get all the
child's friends and family comfort. In the case of divorce, the
support, love, and understanding
know how to give help and
they need. It's pretty clear that if
community basically says, Too bad." Neuman's techniques were followed,
comfort," says Dr. Neuman.
"In the case of divorce, the
—Dr. Gary Neuman kids would have an easier time of it.
community basically says,
While being a child of divorced
`Too bad.'" With that in mind,
parents may present more chalhe's made it his life's mission to help kids cope with the dam- lenges, it doesn't mean that one has to live a doomed life if
aging ramifications of divorce.
one is resilient and receives adequate care and support. I'm a
Neuman's innovative program, entitled Sandcastles, was cresurvivor of divorce, as are millions of other American chilated to guide children ages 6-17 and their parents through the
dren, and I think it's important that more American children
trauma of divorce. At Sandcastles, counselors lead children not only survive the virtual hell divorce can be, but to take that
through interactive therapies, including role-playing, drawing
challenge and thrive in spite of it. I encourage communities to
family pictures and writing letters to their parents so that they
reach out and support those kids who are numbed, angry or
can pinpoint and vent their fears, anger and frustration.
sad at the upheaval, because their wounds won't heal unless
In a separate class, parents are taught to use diplomatic Ianthey're treated.

Electoral process outdated, needs reform
Third party candidates, electoral college terribly flawed
-

GEOFF ZEIGER

Staff Writer
As always happens around election time, there
are a few curmudgeons who insist on whining about
the inherent unfairness of the American electoral
process. This year I decided I would join them.
There are two significant problems with the way
votes are counted under the present system. The
first is the inability of third- and fourth-party candidates to be taken seriously, and the strong institutional forces pressuring voters to come down against contenders like
Ralph Nader or Pat Buchanan, whom they might otherwise support, for
fear of hurting the chances of one of the major candidates. The second is
the continued existence of the electoral college system long after its political expediency is gone.
The first problem is a familiar one. People insist that they will not vote
for Nader "because it would take a vote away from Gore." As a side note,
this is precisely why I wear a Nader/LaDuke button everywhere I go.
This effect is at the heart of the old complaint that there is no difference
between the major-party candidates. If a significant challenge were felt
from the left and right, Republicans and Democrats would have to acknowledge those views. At present, Bush and Gore know that they can
count on the support of the ideological wings of their respective parties
simply by appealing to the need to keep the other guy out of power. The
presence of these alternative voices on the political stage would create a
more open atmosphere for debate on issues that are relevant to a larger
percentage of the population, rather than on the few million voters who
remain undecided and cannot, apparently, be made to care about anything of significance to the country at large.
Another problem with the present system is that there is the potential
for this spoiler effect to actually swing the election in key areas. Although
Nader is likely to end up at something less than 5 percent of the vote
nationally, it is possible and even likely that this support will be enough
to throw swing states like Washington and Oregon to the Republican.
Although that may be in my short-term interest as a Bush supporter, it is
plainly a corruption of democracy, given that virtually everyone who ends
up voting for Nader would prefer Gore to Bush. Thus we have a situation
where a majority of the population would prefer the loser to the winner.
One simple solution would be the institution of so-called "instant run-

off" voting. Under this system, each voter would be asked to rank all
candidates in order of preference. Votes would be counted by first tallying the first-choice votes for each candidate. If someone receives an outright majority, the election is decided. If no one has a majority, then the
ballots for the last-place candidate would be re-counted and assigned to
the candidate marked as second choice on each.
This system has the advantage of always producing a clear winner, and
thus avoiding the situation where a majority of the electorate opposes the
election of the winner. It also allows supporters of third parties to vote
their conscience without fear of inadvertently electing someone they view
as unacceptable. Unfortunately, under this system, my Nader button would
be rendered harmless...
Best of all, this needed reform would not require any constitutional
change. In fact, it wouldn't even require national action. State legislatures could adopt it on an individual basis, and if it turns out that I'm
wrong, it could be reversed just as easily.
The second problem, the electoral college, is less easily solved because it would require a constitutional amendment that would certainly
be opposed by influential states. The problem is simple: Each state allocates its share of electoral votes on a winner-take-all basis. The result is
that regional disparities in voting patterns could potentially lead to the
election of a candidate who was the clear loser in the popular vote. The
last time this actually happened was the election of Benjamin Harrison in
1888, and the issue has been on the back burner ever since.
However, it is at least possible that such a thing could happen again
this November. Al Gore's campaign strategy has been to focus on winning key big states, and he could win 150 votes (of 270 needed) in just
five states: New York, Illinois, California, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
Although the list is rather tedious, it is possible that Gore could win the
Electoral College with only 19 states compared to Bush's 31, and with a
popular minority.
Although some would argue that it is only fair for big states to have
more influence, there is another point worth considering. The 40-45 percent of California's population that will likely vote for Bush might as
well not even show up on election day. Not only will their votes not be
counted for Bush, but they will actually be counted for Gore.
There is no excuse, in a democratic country, for a system that fails to
count every vote cast. It is long past time for a change that would ensure
that a presidential candidate receiving the majority of the votes cast would
win the election.
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Dorm laundry not worth trouble
AUREA AsTRo

Staff Writer
The warmth and solitude of my dorm's
basement laundry room
was uniquely comforting that sullen Thursday evening. As I sat on
top of a dryer slumped
against the wall, the
room's gentle collection of hums and hisses
coaxed me back into relaxation and quiet
reflection. My mouth gaped a little, and my
heavy eyelids succumbed to exhaustion as I
slid farther down the face of the wall. Ah
yes ....sweet serenity—until I began hearing
those voices. Then I pictured the faces. The
faces of my freshman peers who stood
smoking outside my dorm and scowled at
me with contempt while I fought my way to
the door through their toxic cloud of acrid
stink. Oh, the horror of it all!
I couldn't bear the idea that my school
hated me. I should be honing my PR skills
in college, not insulting half the population.
With that in mind, I slapped on a smile, swallowed my sarcasm, and resolved to evolve

into the broad-minded and compassionate liberal so typical to this university.
I hopped off my duff and prepared to transfer my fat clump of soggy socks and jeans into
the nearest dryer. To my disappointment however, each finished dryer contained a heap of
sizzling dry clothes. As usual, I just threw the
clothes in the corner and stuffed my things in.
Hey man—you snooze, you lose.
But as I jumped back on top of my favorite
dryer to wait for my personals to dry, I spotted the collection of underwear and shirts
spewed indifferently over the machines and
dirty floor. It was, well, sad. Now, this isn't
some silly account of how the simple disarray
of clothes converted me into some virtuous
daisy district girl scout, but I did experience a
mild revelation.
It made me think as I looked with pity upon
the person's clothes scattered about the cold
dirty floor. I wondered, why was I so unfeeling about everything? What made me think
that cold-blooded people were the most successful in life? Good grief. "At least take them
off the floor!" I scolded myself. I did more
than that though—I endeavored to fold them
and prove myself not to be the evil fascist. But
as I used the folding powers my granny im-

parted me with, I had no idea what true task
lied in wait. It wasn't about a revelation anymore, or experiencing a change of heart and a
softening of the soul—the true challenge was
trying to fold female clothing.
For the love of God, if you can't fold it how
do you wear it? Take these oh-so "cute" socks.
They have toes! At first I thought they were
some ill-formed gloves but no, these candy
cane striped socks were fully equipped with
ten toe-encompassing pockets. It wasn't a
sock; it was some horrendous crossbreed between fuzzy mittens and Reefs. I was almost
insulted. Especially considering that when I
tried to conventionalize them into the common "sock ball," all I succeeded in doing was
getting the toes all tangled and knotted together
into one big fuzzy mess. I grimaced and moved
on to what seemed more "folder-friendly."
To my relief, I came upon a cluster of underwear. I knew it didn't take a rocket scientist to fold underwear. Fold, flip, and toss to
the side, how hard could it be? But what I pick
up is not the simple white cotton Hanes. Oh
no, I'm confronted with some type of lacy, red
velvet harness. A full-on medieval-style
brassier, some $60 Victoria's Secret item
promising to transform you into one of her

surgically altered models. Frankly, I think
Victoria's only secret is her malicious intent
to suffocate women and itch them into insanity. Besides, what's the point of delivering such
seduction when there's no way a man's stubby
fingers could unclasp those steel hooks embedded in leather-like polyester, anyway? This
girl's shirts and shorts were no easier. The
shirts, or at least what I thought was an upper
torso garment (although I could have been
wrong) consisted of about fifty strings attached
to what appeared to be a paper napkin. I'm
not even going to ask. The jeans had buttons
here and zippers there (for that hip minimizing, leg elongating, and belly flattening appeal) that I just didn't know what to do with.
The last straw was drawn, though, with more
underwear. I stood pensively for what must
have been at least ten minutes contemplating
a folding method for the G-string underwear
that lay in front of me. In a fit of frustration
and annoyance at the blatant weirdness of female clothing, I tossed the entire bundle of garments back on the floor and hopped back on
my dryer.
I realized then that there's no teaching an
old dog new tricks, and I wasn't going to play
nanny to a house full of lazy teenagers.

Absentee voters find frustration in registration
RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer
Democracy in the 21st century: Gone

are the days of literacy tests, poll taxes,
and threats of job termination if your
employee saw you voting. With all of
these unsavory practices out of the way,
one would think that it would be easier
to vote, yet it isn't. The final hurdle that
remains is not act of voting itself, but
the process of getting registered, or getting the forms to vote.
It is because this is so onerous that many people do not vote.
As a Young Democrat, I have been endlessly pestering my
neighbor not only to get interested in politics but in voting.
She was registered, but needed to get an absentee ballot for
the California elections. After the run-around she got, it was
understandable that she found voting more trouble than it was
seemingly worth.
First, she attempts to call the 1-800 number to figure out
what to do. The line was busy for over an hour. So she decides
to go to the website. After some effort, she finds another phone
number. She calls, only to get an automated voice asking for

her zipcode, house number (heaven forbid her home address
had changed) and birthdate. Then the friendly mechanic voice
tells her that her ballot will be sent to her home address.
Nevermind that all she wanted was an absentee ballot sent to
her. There was no other option, no "press 0 to talk to a live
person," no way to leave a message. How many other people
in the same postion would have simply given up and sat out on
this crucial election?
My own personal gripe, which is in no way as severe, is that
in Washington State, they expect you to pay 33 bloody cents
in order to mail your absentee ballot back in! While this is
inconsequential to many, it is an outrage to me. Admittedly, I
am little more than a poor college student—not only is it a
hassle to buy a stamp, but what about those who can't afford
to buy a stamp? Are they discriminated against on the basis of
being poor? It would bring a democratic smile to my face to
see an absentee envelope reading, "No postage necessary if
mailed in Washington State."
My other gripe is that there is no same-day registration, at
least not in Washington (and being a Washington native, I only
know about Washington policies). Folks should be able to go
down to a polling center on the day of the election, and be able
to both register and vote all in the same day. If we can create

"one-stop shopping," why is it so difficult to have same-day
registration? Why isn't the government making it easier?
The answer is that they are, just painfully slowly. In 1993,
President Clinton signed the National Voter Registration Act,
which allows people who apply for a driver's license to register to vote at the same time. This applies to all federal elections,
and states have to do their part by making it apply to local
elections. This sounds fantastic, but the only problem is that
I've never heard of the local DMVs pushing this. They seem
to say, "Hey if you know about it, cool, if not, no biggie."
However, states are really starting to pick up the registration and voting slack in other areas. Many are testing out online
registration and voting, and for the first time ever, Oregon has
sent out ballots to everyone, in hopes that the elimination of
the stresses of waiting in line to vote will encourage a higher
number of voters.
Voting is an essential part of democracy (duh). Voter turnout is already painfully low as is. Now, it could stem from the
fact that people are dissatisfied with the candidates running
(another gripe for another time), but I think it may really come
from the hassle involved to get registered or to continue voting. Make the process easier and more people will vote. Simple
as that.
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Today is National "Sharpen Your Saw!" Day
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A

look back at Homecoming 2000

Halloween-on-a-string

Rotunda,
Sunday afternoon,2:42 y.m.
In conjunction with the Homecoming festivities,

ASUPS decided to sponsor a Halloween costume
contest. Here are the Editors' choices for best
costumes and ideas:

Thompssi Felatain,
Friday Night, 8:02 p.m.

Ol

In an under-the-table deal, Susan Resneck Pierce
met with the proposed UPS mascot, the Blue Ox,
to discuss ways to avoid the gender neutrality issue. Apparently, Ox has been worried recently
about being bumped from the position of school
mascot and requested a private and secret meeting
with the President. In a scandalous turn of events,
unspecified amounts of money were exchanged between the Blue Ox and Resneck Pierce. In a press
conference following the meeting, the UPS President stated that an agreement had been reached and
both sides were happy with the "arrangement."

Best Student Entry

Dave Bowe
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President's House
Thursday night, 8:37 p.m.

David Hodo of the Vi llage People

CD

Best Administrative Entry

Susan Resn eck Pierce

Elmo

Inspired by the recent Summer
Olympics, ASUPS and the University Adminstration decided to
create a Homecoming Flame that
would burn throughout the weekend. Homecoming Opening Ceremonies, held Friday evening, involved a Parade of Alumni. The
administration asked Bob Costas
to host the events, but he declined,
saying he was too busy being King
of the World. In a repeat of events
two weeks ago, the evening concluded with a bang when Ryan
Mello, ASUPS President, and Susan Resneck Pierce appeared from
Thompson Hall with a torch, ran
to the middle of Thompson fountain and set it aflame.

Best Team Entry
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rieldhouse,
Saturday night, minutes before
Songfest
The Songfest committee received last
minute pressure to change the theme. One
possible alternative included "Thongfest,"
as requested by Susan R. Pierce. She submitted the following lyrics:"Never seen an
administrator so scandalous/ You know Terry
Cooney couldn't handle this/ Let me see that
THONG, thong..th... thong... thong...thong."
Needless to say, it was rejected by the theme
committee, who opted for a more conservative theme. Ryan Mello hasitly commented,
"I think it's a great idea and I hope we can...
um, yeah."

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK
and, as such, has been physically set apart from the
rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed
by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those
of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties
or the University of Puget Sound.

Karlen Quad,
Saturday morning,
8:32 a.m.
New on the schedule of events for
Homecoming weekend was the
Chop-a-log-athon. Reactions were
mixed and ASUPS will have to consider whether to sponsor this event
in coming years. Those in favor of the
event say it was a great day for the
anti-environmentalists of the world.
"Chop those trees and make more
waste," one supporter from Dining
and Conference Services shouted fervently to a crowd.
Events tuned dangerous when UPS
student Keith Chaffee-Ellis suffered
a scratch as four angry freshmen tried
to push a log on him. "The pain is
unbearable," he reported. Chaplain
Jim Davis, who showed up with hunting gear, night vision goggles and a
small Christian militia, described the
contest as "the determinate of good
and evil, the saved and the sinners."

Deans Cooney and Bartanen combined forces to
recreate their favorite Tammy Faye album cover:

